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[Translator Comment: single letters are given in SATTS (a transliteration
standard). Illegible words that can be contextually derived are placed within
brackets. Those which can not be determined within the realm of reasonable
plausibility are given in the following format: “[xM]”, where “x” represents the
number of words missing, when known. Translator comments will hitherto be
placed within brackets and are preceded with the abbreviated “TC:”]
[TC: The following numbered items are all checked-off with the exception of
numbers 6 and 8. The number “5” is repeated.]
1) Assurance that Sheik Hassan and his comrades have control of the area
2) The military situation in the area
3) The situation in Kissmayo [for Aby Aideed]
4) The relationship [with] Sheik [Hassan] and [1M]
5) The relationship of the brothers in Ogaden and the extent of their
presence in the region
5) The situation in the region Balad Hawa and its surroundings; and the
situation of Muhammad Hajji Yusif
6) The [number] of residents in Kamboni and its surroundings; the [relief]
organization
7) The [agreement] with Sheik Hassan on sending a group to [2M]
headquarters work
8) The agreement with brother Assi and his associates to say in the region
[as a front] for the brothers
9) The situation of [2M]
10) [3M]
[TC: Page break, new document, same handwriting but different pen]
To brother [Maurib],
[TC: Islamic greetings]
We hope that you are organizing your time to give the Arab brothers two hours
off from work each day to give them very specialized and beneficial lessons. The
training will be in a special place [2M]. We also want you to forbid participation of
the Arab brother Yusif Jan Muhammad Ahmed in competition with the Afghans
for reasons we know of. Just general training is enough, and he is to never
participate in the competitions.
Your brother,
Al-Wali

